
Self-portrait
studio



Lilophoto is the world's first automated 

photo studio without a photographer, able to 

create high-quality professional portrait 

shots with a simple, intuitive and user-friend-

ly interface.

Automated Lilophoto studios give everyone 

the opportunity to become a photographer 

for themselves. And in this freedom of ex-

pression, amazing and unique portrait shots 

are born that you want to leave for life.

This is Lilophoto



"Awkward", "uncomfortable", "photographer 

shy" are the main reasons why people avoid 

professional photography with professional 

photographers. But what if there is no one 

behind the camera and you can afford to be 

anyone and not be embarrassed by anyone?

Everything that you show, everything that 

happens in this studio, will remain in Lilo-

photo. And on those photos that you will 

take with you after five minutes, because 

using Lilophoto is no more difficult than 

managing a smartphone.

Photo in 5 minutes



Lighting.

The studio has 4 lamps. The user can choose 

from 6 lighting options.

Camera.

Professional camera with a lens

for portrait shooting is installed.

Software.

Original software that allows users

control the light, camera, edit and print 

photos.

Studio background.

The surface is painted in several layers using

a special technology that allows you

to completely extinguish the light.

Inside the Lilophoto



How does it work?

Choose comfortable

lighting option

Edit the

selected photo

The studio hold

a session of 20 shots

Print and receive

a photo by e-mail
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Specifications

Dimensions

Total area — 97 sqft

9.20×10.50×7.22 ft

Own software

Having our own software allows us to 

improve the capabilities of the photo 

studio.

Materials

MDF, chipboard, veneer, aluminium, cork 

backing, quartz-vinyl flooring, blackout 

fabric.



Lilophoto vs
Regular Photo Booth

Professional camera with a lens

for portrait shooting

Accommodate up to 6 people at the 

same time

High quality materials. The design 

of the studio fits well into any space

Studio lights. The distance from the 

camera to the subject and from the subject 

to the background is special calculated




